Azure Cloud Economic Assessment

Assess Migration Suitability, Rightsizing and Costs for moving
On-Premises Resources to the Azure Cloud
Softlanding’s Azure Cloud Economic Assessment is designed to assess and plan your
Azure Cloud journey. Softlanding will help you extend or move your datacenter to
Microsoft Azure while closely planning the migration. You will get a cost estimate that
takes into account: right sizing, instance type planning, reserved instances and hybrid
use benefit, which together can save up to 82% over standard pricing.

AZURE MIGRATION ASSESSMENT | KEY BENEFITS
DISCOVER AND INVENTORY ON-PREM SERVERS
Get inventory data directly from VMware vCenter, Hyper-V, and Physical servers.
DETERMINE DEPENDENCIES
Get access to Azure Service Map free of charge, gaining visibility into how your applications talk to eachother, allowing you to plan out migraton dependencies for a
smoother transition.
UNDERSTAND MIGRATION READINESS
Discover on-prem configuration that will not be compatible with Microsoft Azure,
and see remediation guidance.

Confidently Plan
Your Migration
Migrating to the cloud doesnt
have to be difficult, but many
organizations struggle to get
started.
Before they can showcase the
benefits of moving to the cloud or
determine if their workloads will
‘lift-and-shift’ without effort, they
need deep visibility into their own
environment and the tight interdependencies between applications, workloads, and data.
Softlanding’s Cloud Economic
Assessment offers an end-to-end
migration road-map for discovery,
migration, and continual optimization, including better insights
and strategies to confidently plan
your migration.

ESTIMATE COSTS
Using an on-premises collector applicance, you will gain insight into over-provisioned resources, allowing you to right-size during you cloud migration. You will also
get visibility into how reserving by paying up-front can help save on costs. Hybrid
use benefit will enable you to use your Software Assurance benefits to apply existing
Windows Server licenses, reducing the hourly cost of Azure Virtual Machines.
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